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The holidays for the most part 
are an exciting time of               
connection,   reflection and 
celebration. 

Still, there are still many who 
are unable to face the pending              
calendar days with a happy 
heart or cheerful outlook.  

The disruption to day-to-day              
routines, stress of family, 
health issues, financial                     
burdens, and  other worries 
leave us to cope with anxiety, 
depression and  sometimes sadness.    

Seasonal factors can trigger the holiday blues— 
less sunlight, changes in diet or routine, overdoing 
alcohol at parties, the over-commercialization or the 
inability to be with friends or family.  

Mood can be favorably affected by a few sound 
behaviors over the next few weeks. Getting 
enough sleep and exercise are top of the list and               
critical for balancing mental health. 

Set reasonable expectations and goals for the 
season. Don’t overdue it on holiday activities like 
shopping, cooking, entertaining and parties. Make 
things convenient and simple.  

Take time out for personal endeavors. If your 
thing is outdoor activity, get out and walk, run, hike 
or ski. Time in nature is always time well spent.  

Meditation, reading and listening to music can 
be calming. Self-sooth with like-minded interest that 
lift up the mental attitude towards life.                                                          
Remove negative forces.  This can include news              
media, toxic people or cluttered environments.  

Seek out caring individuals and positive environments 
and experiences.  

Get out of your comfort 
zone. It helps to do for  others 
and take the focus off                   
ourselves. Volunteer for                   
organizations or entities               
looking for helping hands.  

The need is great at food 
banks, senior centers, youth 
programs and pet shelters. 
Walking a dog or reading to 
young people may fill your cup 
with good cheer.  

Practice living and enjoying 
“in the moment”.  Ignore the urge to jump too far 
into the future. Relish each hour and minute of the 
day.  

If reaching ahead is too irresistible, then calendar  
some things for 2023. The horizon is bright for travel, 
a concert or an art show. Anticipating dinner out with 
friends at a new or favored restaurant gives us a    
happy occasion to mull over. 

Listening to internal cues of feeling fatigued, sad, 
or lonely allows for the corrective actions of rest,                 
understanding and accepting the support of others.  

Honoring the memory of loved ones passed 
might be a simple as preparing a meal in their honor. 
Share stories that keep their best traits alive. Make a 
charitable contribution in their name.  

Find ways to conquer the challenges that the holidays              
present. Accept imperfection. Keep things real. Tune 
into your faith and keep in mind the true purpose of 
each passing holiday.  

Traditions are lovely. They need not bind us to the 
past. Permission granted to establish new ways of 
celebrating. Ritual can be created in a cup of hot tea 
or spiced cider. This is the season of good cheer.  



 

 

 

FRUITS 

Apples & Pears: 
Light holiday week 
packing schedules 
last week led to low 
inventory levels this 
week. Washington 
Cosmic Crisp               
apples will begin 
next week. We’ve got 
Rockit apples going 

along side the usual good varieties. Markets will get 
very snug on a short crop this season. Small sized  
apples are especially tight. Expect costs to remain 
steady and higher.  

All USA pear varieties are shipping. Varietal pears 
are moving very quickly with only limited availability 
remaining. Overall sizing is peaking on larger sizes 
70’s/80’s. This is a great opportunity to up sell to             
consumers for holiday menus and recipes. Anjou, 
Bartlett, Bosc and Reds are holiday ready.  

Avocados: There is a good supply on all sizes.                 
Overall, good quality, sizing and pricing are steady  

Berries: Strawberry market conditions remain very 
tight after the holiday with shippers focusing on               
previous commitments and contracts only. The rainy 
California weather this week will only exacerbate an 
already troubled market in Oxnard and Santa Maria. 
Texas will slowly increase crossings from Mexico. 
Crossings have been delayed due to the                   
holiday with shortened border hours and limited staff. 
Baja fruit is on track for the last part of December with 
more meaningful numbers set to arrive in January. 
Florida production has begun in a very light way and 
should increase slowly over the next several weeks, 
weather permitting. Markets remain elevated. 

The Peruvian blueberry  season is at an end. Central 
Mexico, Chile and some local Florida fruit will pick up 
any slack in supplies. Markets remain soft. Central 
Mexico is producing adequate blackberry volume to 
fill orders through late December. Markets remain 
steady. Raspberry have steady numbers expected 
out of Central Mexico and Baja through January. 

Citrus: California navel            
oranges and other citrus 
fruits are really starting to 
flavor up! Weather is                    
cooperating with nice cool 
days.  Flavor profiles on      
California Citrus so far 
is phenomenal pointing to a 
great eating season!  

Navels are showing great natural color and brix levels 
keep increasing. While we are peaking on small fruit 
sizes, there is value in promoting 88’s/113’s. Organic 
fruit is just starting to get harvested.  

California lemons are harvesting out of District 1. This 

is stellar fruit; bright yellow with a tinge called                      
silvering.  Organic lemons are looking good. The                
intense summer heat kept the size down, but the dry 
heat really did the fruit right.   Organic farming in the 
California desert region varies greatly from                  
Conventional fruit. Side-by-side ranches can                       
produce dramatically different fruit.    Lime markets 
remain flat. Fruit is peaking on core sizes. Overall, 
good quality and availability. Expect prices to rise in 
January.  

Meyer lemons have started also. This special piece of 
fruit is ideal for cooking, baking and juicing. This gour-
met citrus has that deep color and smooth skin. They 
are typically finished by Chinese New Year, so get in 
while they are available. 

California Pummelos are 
just getting started next 
week. This will be a coveted 
holiday item for some               
retailers. Many mandarin 
varieties have begun with 
the perfect weather patterns 
for ripened fruit.                   
California Clementines, 

Satsumas and Paige  varieties are all going. We have 
stem and leaf  mandarins and bulk and bagged         
options for all for selection.  Coming soon in              
December: Cara Cara and Blood  Oranges.  

Grapes: California’s table grape inventories               
continue wind down as prices are advancing. Imported 
grapes will create a split market and uneven prices 
and quality levels.  

Seasonals: We’re on last 
counts for cranberries post 
Thanksgiving. Get in while     
inventories last. Texas and            
California ports will begin          
receiving offshore cantaloupe 
this week for next week’s sales. 
Mexico’s supplies and quality 
are fair. Honeydew melons 

from Mexico are going strong with plenty of fruit. Over-
all, fair quality and pricing is steady. Offshore imports 
have started at  better quality and higher pricing than 
Mexico.   Watermelon supplies continue to be tight; 
quality only fair.  

Tomatoes: Market prices are up significantly again 
this week, especially for rounds. Expect much lighter 
supplies out of Florida over the next few weeks.               
Quality is fair. Demand will shift to Roma tomatoes 
which will further increase those prices. Flexibility in 
size may be required to fill orders. Markets are              
expected to remain very high through the end of                
December. Cherry Tomatoes continue to be                  
extremely limited. Many shippers are currently out and 
prorating deliveries. Grape tomatoes may be a viable 
alternative.  



 

 

Broccoli, Cauliflower &  Celery:  Broccoli supplies 
continue to be very limited these first couple weeks in 
Yuma due to the cold weather. Quality issues such as 
pin rot have been causing extremely lower yields.  

Cauliflower supplies continue to be extremely limited 
and below expectations. Cold weather has stunted the 
growth, caused discoloration and yielding small sizes 
ony. Coachella season weill begin in two weeks.                    
Celery is very active. Escalated pricing is in effect on 
all value added items. Southern California will           
continue to be the main growing region for this com-
modity. Salinas production is over and Yuma will start 
in the last weeks of December. All sizing is available 
for now. Overall, quality is good. 

Lettuces: Iceberg           
demand continues to           
exceed supply. It is likely 
that this will continue for 
the next two to three 
weeks or until demand 
wanes. As a result of the 

cold weather, shippers are entering fields three to four 
weeks early in order to have lettuce to pack into                   
cartons. Expect light weights, puffiness, hollow and 
soft heads due to weather conditions.  

Value-added lettuce items are increasing at record 
highs with all processors. Yuma has moderate to light 
production. All  leafy lettuces are in short supply.  
Romaine hearts continue to hit record highs. As in 
previous weeks, all processors are escalated. This will 
last for two to four weeks or until demand falls off. 
Lightweights continue to be reported on romaine and 
all leaf items. Shippers are also dealing with ice in the 
morning and fewer harvesting hours for the day. 

Spring mix, spinach and arugula all continue to be 
extremely limited with all shippers. Slow growth has 
fields behind schedules. .  

Mixed Vegetables:  Expect limited artichoke supplies 
for the next three to four weeks. This includes globe 
and baby chokes with only fair quality on current             
production. Purple artichokes are out of season.  

Light demand and better supplies is driving cucumber  
prices down. Mexico is continuing to build volume.  
Overall, the quality is good. Green Bell Pepper               
markets are fairly steady and quality is good. Cold 
temperatures tightening supplies. Red bells remain 
very short. Hothouse production out of Canada is              
finished and markets are relying now on Central             
Mexico to carry the load until Sinaloa gets going in 
January. Squash markets are about steady. Good 
availability on zucchini, still very light on yellow. 
Quality is fair in Florida with some scarring; better 
quality out of Nogales. Supplies are expected to                
improve next week  

Brussels Sprouts supplies continue to be on the 
tighter side. Expect good quality and the market to be 

steady as we approach the weekend. Overall, quality 
is fair and pricing is steady. Asparagus  is improving 
mainly on standard and large; still tight on extra large 
and jumbo.   

Onions & Potatoes: Colossal and Jumbo Yellow 
onions are getting shorter. Medium yellow onion 
demand is also picking up for the holidays. Most          
growers have limited supply of mediums. Red and 
white onions are steady. 

Russet potato yields and acreage are down.            
Combine this with high demand from processors and 
we are experiencing a very strong market. Larger 
count russet potatoes are limited. Current supplies on 
Conventional and Organic red potatoes are very 
good. Conventional yellow potato demand is up. 
Organic Yellow potatoes are steady. Demand has 
been strong. This is a good time to promote the B’s 
and C’s. 

Sweet potatoes and yams, all varieties, 
organic and conventional, will continue 
to be in good demand and local supply. 
All varieties of conventional fingerling             
potatoes are available. Organic               
fingerlings are tight. 

  

VEGETABLES 

HOT MULLED CIDER 

INGREDIENTS:                                                                         
16 cups pure apple juice or fresh apple cider                                            
Four 2-inch cinnamon sticks                                                                
2 oranges, peels and juice                                                               
8 whole cloves                                                                                   

6 star anise  

METHOD: Combine all the ingredients in a saucepan and 
simmer over low heat for 5 to 10 minutes. Pour into mugs, 

garnish and serve.                                          SERVES 12 

  Recipe  courtesy Ina Garten 



 

 

                    Enjoy this week’s update               

                                 

MARKET REPORT 

For updated prices and availability contact  

GENERAL PRODUCE  

916.441.6431 

E-Mail: solutions@generalproduce.com 

 


